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Let W be a finite Coxeter group and let F be an automorphism of W that
leaves the set of generators of W invariant. We establish certain properties of
elements of minimal length in the F-conjugacy classes of W that allow us to define
character tables for the corresponding twisted Iwahori]Hecke algebras. These
results are extensions of results obtained by Geck and Pfeiffer in the case where F
is trivial. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let W be a finite Coxeter group and let S ; W be a set of simple
w xreflections. In 9, 11 it is established that elements of minimal length in
the conjugacy classes of W play a quite special role. This allowed us, in
particular, to define a ‘‘character table’’ of the Iwahori]Hecke algebra
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Ž .associated to W, S . These tables have now been determined for all types
Ž .of W, S , by the work of Starkey, Solomon, Kilmoyer, Alvis, Lusztig, Ram,
w xHalverson, Geck, Pfeiffer, and Michel; see 9, 11, 12 and the references
therein. The knowledge of character values of Iwahori]Hecke algebras can
be used, for example, to determine L-functions of Deligne]Lusztig vari-
Ž w x w x.eties see Digne and Michel 8 and Lusztig 15, Chap. 3 , and also in
Žconnection with modular representations of Iwahori]Hecke algebras see
w Ž .x.9, 4.2 .
However, the above results do not cover the whole picture. For example,
w xin the study of L-functions in 8, 15 , we naturally encounter the situation
where we are also given a group automorphism F: W “ W such that
Ž . w xF S s S. The aim of this article is to extend the results of 9 to elements
of minimal lengths in the F-conjugacy classes of W, where F is any
automorphism as above. It will turn out that, for example, groups of type
Ž . w x ŽA the symmetric groups were quite simple to handle in 9 compared ton
.other types of groups , but now this will actually be the most difficult case
when we consider non-trivial automorphisms F. Indeed, elements of
minimal length in the conjugacy classes of S have a quite simplen
Ž .description they are Coxeter elements in parabolic subgroups , but if we
consider a non-trivial automorphism, then the description becomes more
complicated; see Theorem 3.3. We will also discuss generalizations of the
w xresults in 11 , but our results here are not complete.
w xThe extension of the results in 9 allows us to define character tables of
Iwahori]Hecke algebras ‘‘with automorphism.’’ The methods for comput-
ing the character values of these algebras are already described by Digne
w x 2 Ž . 2and Michel in 8, Theoreme II.3.3 , except for the types I m and F .´ ` 2 4
The latter two cases are settled in this paper. All the tables have been
w x w ximplemented in the CHEVIE 10 package of GAP 16 by Lubeck and¨
Michel.
In Section 2, we introduce the basic notions, state the main result, and
Ž .show that its proof can be reduced to the case where W, S is irreducible.
The exceptional types will be examined by explicit computations using
GAP and CHEVIE; see Section 6. We are then left with the types 2A andn
2D . In the first of these cases, F is given by conjugation with the longestn
element of W, and we are reduced to the study of elements of maximal
Ž .length in the usual conjugacy classes of W; this will be discussed in detail
win Section 3. The second case can be treated by similar arguments as in 9,
Ž .x2.8 ; see Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss a generalization of the results
w xin 11 on so-called ‘‘good’’ elements. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss the
applications to character tables of Iwahori]Hecke algebras ‘‘with auto-
morphism.’’
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The correct shape of elements of maximal length in the classes of the
symmetric group had been conjectured earlier by Lubeck, based on experi-¨
w xments using CHEVIE; see also 14 . Furthermore, the precise formulation
of the results on ‘‘good’’ elements in F-conjugacy classes and their verifica-
Žtion for the exceptional types are due to Michel private communication,
.1996 .
Finally, it is a pleasure to thank Jean Michel for suggesting the problem
and for stimulating discussions.
2. TWISTED CONJUGACY IN FINITE COXETER GROUPS
Throughout this section, we shall fix a finite Coxeter group W with
Ž .generators S and an automorphism F: W “ W such that F S s S. We
say that two elements w, wX g W are F-conjugate if there exists some
X y1 Ž .x g W such that w s x wF x . This defines an equivalence relation on
W, and the corresponding equivalence classes will be called the F-con-
jugacy classes of W.
˜Remark 2.1. Let W be the semidirect product of W with the subgroup
˜Ž .of Aut W generated by F. We consider F itself as an element of W so
˜ y1 Ž .that, in W, we have the relation FwF s F w for w g W. Then F-conju-
gation in W has a natural interpretation in terms of the usual conjugation
˜in W. Indeed, we have
wX s xy1 wF x m wXF s xy1 wF x for all w , wX , x g W ;Ž . Ž .
i.e., two elements w, wX g W are F-conjugate if and only if wF, wXF are
˜conjugate in W by an element of W. Moreover, the latter holds if and only
X ˜ y1 y1Ž Ž . Ž . .if wF, w F are conjugate in W since F wF F s w wF w . Thus, the
map w ‹ wF defines a bijection between the F-conjugacy classes of
˜W and the ordinary conjugacy classes of W, which are contained in the
coset WF.
w xThe following definition extends that in 9 .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. Let l: W “ N be the length function on W, S .0
sX X XŽ . Ž .a Let w, w g W and s g S. We write w “ w if w s swF s andF
Ž X. Ž . X Xl w F l w . We shall write w “ w if w s w or if there exist sequencesF s s s1 2 nŽ .of elements s g S, w g W 1 F i F n such that w “ w “ ??? “i i 1F F F
w s wX.n
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xX X XŽ . Ž . Ž .b Let x, w, w g W be such that l w s l w . We write w ; w ifF
X y1 Ž . Ž y1 . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .w s x wF x and if l x w s l x q l w or l wF x s l w q l x .
Ž Ž y1 . Ž . Ž Ž .. .Note that l x s l x s l F x for all x g W. Again, we also write
w ; wX if w s wX or if there exist sequences of elements x , w g WF i ix x x1 2 n XŽ .1 F i F n such that w ; w ; ??? ; w s w .1 nF F F
Ž .c If F is the identity, we simply write “ and ; for the relations
Ž . Ž . w xin a and b , as in 9 .
Remark 2.3. We point out the following useful relation. If w, wX g W
Ž . Ž X. X Xare such that l w s l w and w “ w , then we also have w ; w .F F
X X Ž .Indeed, it is sufficient to consider the case where w / w and w s swF s
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .for some s g S. We must show that l sw ) l w or l wF s ) l w . But
w xthis follows from 13, Lemma 7.2 , which states that if we have any s, t g S
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and w g W such that l sw s l wt and l swt s l w , then we must have
swt s w.
Ž 2 Ž .. ² :EXAMPLE 2.4 Type I m . Let W s s, t be a dihedral group, where2
Ž .st has order m G 3. Let F be the automorphism such that F s s t. Let
Ž .w g W. If l w is even, then we have w s st ??? or w s ts ??? , and so
Ž .w “ 1. On the other hand, if l w is odd, then w has a reducedF
expression, which starts and ends with the same generator. This implies
 Ž .4 Ž .that w, F w is an F-conjugacy class and that we have in fact w ; F w .F
For example, if m s 3, then W is of type A and the F-conjugacy2
 4  4  4classes are 1, st, ts , s, t , sts s tst . If m s 4, then W is of type B and2
 4  4  4the F-conjugacy classes are 1, st, ts, stst s tsts , s, t , sts, tst .
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let C be the F-conjugacy class of 1 g W; that is, we1
 y1 Ž . 4 F  Ž . 4have C s x F x ‹ x g W . Let W s w g W ‹ F w s w , the sub-1
y1 Ž .group of all fixed points of F in W. Then the map x ‹ x F x induces a
bijection
1]1F F 6WrW s W x ‹ x g W C . 4 1
y1 Ž . FIndeed, the map x ‹ x F x is well defined on WrW since we have
Ž .y1 Ž . y1 y1 Ž . Ž . y1 Ž . Fwx F wx s x w F w F x s x F x for any w g W . On the
y1 Ž . y1 Ž .other hand, we obtain an injective map since we have x F x s y F y
y1 Ž y1 . y1 Fif and only if yx s F yx , that is, yx g W .
w xThe following result extends 9, Theorem 1.1 where we only considered
Ž wthe case that F is the identity and that W is a finite Weyl group see 10,
Ž .x .3.2 for the case of non-crystallographic types .
THEOREM 2.6. Let C be an F-conjugacy class of W and let C be the setmin
of elements in C of minimal length. Then the following hold.
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Ž . X Xa For any w g C, there exists some w g C such that w “ w .min F
Ž . X Xb We ha¤e w ; w for all w, w g C .F min
We will prove this result by reduction to irreducible types and a
Ž . Ž .case-by-case examination; see 2.8 and 2.10 . This is based on the
following arguments. First, note that F permutes the irreducible compo-
Ž .nents of W, S . Thus, we can partition S into orbits under F, where the
components in each orbit all have the same type and are cyclically
permuted among themselves by F. The following result deals with such an
orbit.
Ž .LEMMA 2.7. Assume that W s W = ??? = W for some r G 2 , where1 r
each W is generated by a subset S ; S and F permutes the S cyclically; i.e.,i i i
Ž . Ž .we ha¤e F S s S for i - r and F S s S . Then the following hold.i iq1 r 1
Ž . X Xa For any w g W, we ha¤e w “ w for some w g W .F 1
Ž . X X y1 Ž .b Let w, w g W and x g W be such that w s x wF x . Then we1
Ž .ha¤e x s x ??? x with x g W and x s F x for 1 F i - r ; moreo¤er,1 r 1 1 iq1 i
X y1 rŽ .w s x wF x .1 1
Ž . X X Ž .rc If w, w g W are such that w “ w inside W , then we also1 F 1
ha¤e w “ wX.F
Ž . X X Ž .rd If w, w g W are such that w ; w inside W , then we also1 F 1
ha¤e w ; wX.F
Ž .Proof. a Let us write w s w ??? w with w g W for all i. Assume1 r i i
Ž Ž .. Ž .that w / 1 and choose s g S such that l w F s - l w . Then s g Sr r ry1
Ž .and F s g S ; in particular, s commutes with w , . . . , w . By definition,r 1 ry2
we find that
s
w “ w ??? w sw w F s .Ž . Ž .1 ry2 ry1 rF
Thus, we have decreased the length of the factor of w that lies in W .r
Going on in this way, we obtain w “ z with z g W = ??? = W .F 1 ry1
If r G 3, we can repeat the same argument with z. If z / 1, we find
Ž Ž .. Ž .t g S such that l zF t - l z , and F-conjugation with t will decrease the
length of the factor of z that lies in W . Continuing in this way, wery1
finally see that w “ wX with wX g W , as desired.F 1
Ž . X y1 Ž .b Let w s x wF x and write x s x ??? x with x g W for all i.1 r i i
Now note that x , . . . , x commute among themselves and with w g W . So2 r 1
we obtain that
wX s xy1 wF x s xy1 wF x xy1F x ??? xy1F x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 r 2 1 r ry1
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X Ž . Ž .Since w, w , x , F x g W , we must have F x s x for i - r. This1 r 1 i iq1
ry1Ž . X y1 rŽ .implies that x s F x and, hence, w s x wF x , as desired.r 1 1 1
Ž . X Xc It is sufficient to consider the case where w / w and w s
rŽ . Ž X. Ž .swF s with l w F l w for some s g S . By the argument in Remark1
Ž . Ž . Ž rŽ .. Ž .2.3, we must have l sw - l w or l wF s - l w . Let us assume that
Ž . Ž . Ž .l sw - l w . Define s [ s and s [ F s for 1 F i - r. Moreover, set1 iq1 i
Ž .w [ w and w [ s w F s for 1 F i F r. Since all s commute with0 i i iy1 i i
Ž .each other and since s , . . . , s commute with w, we have w s swF s for2 r i i
all i. In particular, this shows that w s wX and that we can go from w tor
wX by a sequence of F-conjugations with elements in S. It remains to check
Ž . Ž . Ž .the length conditions. Since l sw - l w and F s f S for i - r, wei 1
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .conclude that l w s l swF s s l sw q 1 s l w for i - r and l w si i r
Ž X. Ž . X Ž rŽ .. Ž .l w F l w . So we have w “ w , as desired. If l wF s - l w , theF
argument is similar.
Ž . X y1 rŽ .d Now it is sufficient to consider the case where w s x wF x1 1
Ž y1 . Ž . Ž . Ž rŽ .. Ž .for some x g W such that l x w s l x q l w or l wF x s l w1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž . Ž . Ž .q l x . Let us assume that l x w s l x q l w . Define x [ F x1 1 1 iq1 i
for 1 F i - r and set x [ x ??? x . Since all x commute with each other1 r i
X y1 Ž .and since x , . . . , x commute with w g W , we have w s x wF x . It2 r 1
remains to check the length condition. Note that xy1 ??? xy1 w g Wiy1 1 1
Ž y1= ??? = W and x g W for i ) 1. Consequently, we have l x ???iy1 i i i
y1 . Ž . Ž . Ž y1 .x w s l x q ??? ql x q l x w for all i ) 1. Since we also have1 i 2 1
Ž y1 . Ž . Ž . Ž y1 . Ž . Ž .l x w s l x q l w , we conclude that l x w s l x q l w and so1 1
X Ž rŽ .. Ž . Ž .w ; w , as desired. If l wF x s l w q l x , the argument is similar.F 1 1
Ž .2.8. Reduction to Irreducible Types. Let W, S be a finite Coxeter
Ž .system and let F: W “ W be an automorphism such that F S s S.
Ž .Assume that Theorem 2.6 holds in the case where W, S is irreducible.
We will now show that it then holds in general. We proceed in three steps.
Ž .Step 1. Assume that W s W = ??? = W for some r G 2 , where each1 r
W is irreducible and generated by a subset S ; S such that F permutesi i
the S cylically. Then we are in the setup of Lemma 2.7. Note that F r is ani
automorphism of W that leaves S invariant. Let C be an F-conjugacy1 1
class of W.
Ž .In order to check Theorem 2.6 a , consider any w g C. By Lemma
Ž . Y Y2.7 a , we have w “ w for some w g W . Our assumption means thatF 1
there exists some wX g W such that wY “ r wX, where wX g W has1 F 1
r Ž .minimal length in its F -conjugacy class inside W . But then we also have1
X Ž Ž .w g C . Indeed, let z g C ; by Lemma 2.7 a , we can assume thatmin min
Ž . rz g W . But, by Lemma 2.7 b , z is also in the same F -conjugacy class as1
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X Ž . Ž X. . Ž .w and so l z G l w . Now Lemma 2.7 c shows that we also have
wY “ wX, as desired.F
Ž .Now consider the statement in Theorem 2.6 b . Let w g C . Bymin
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.7 a , we have w “ w with w g W . Since l w F l w by theF 1 1 1 1
definition of “ and since w g C , we must have w g C andF min 1 min
Ž . Ž .l w s l w . Then Remark 2.3 implies that w ; w . Thus, in order to1 F 1
Ž . Xcheck Theorem 2.6 b , it is sufficient to consider two elements w, w g Cmin
X Ž . Xsuch that w, w g W . By Lemma 2.7 b , w, w are contained in the same1
F r-conjugacy class of W . They also have minimal length in that class.1
Ž rIndeed, by assumption, we have w “ z for some z g W of minimalF 1
r Ž .length in the F -conjugacy class of w; by Lemma 2.7 c , w, z are also
Ž . Ž . . X ŽrF-conjugate and so l z G l w . By assumption, we have w ; w insideF
. Ž . XW . Now Lemma 2.7 d says that then also w ; w .1 F
Step 2. Assume that W s W = W , where W , W are generated by1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .S , S , respectively, and we have F S s S , F S s S . Then it is1 2 1 1 2 2
straightforward and easy to check that Theorem 2.6 holds for W if it holds
Ž .for W and for W and the restriction of F to W , W , respectively .1 2 1 2
Step 3. Now consider the general case. Then S is a union of orbits
under F and the components in each orbit are of the same type and
cyclically permuted among themselves. Applying Step 1 to each orbit and
then Step 2, we see that Theorem 2.6 holds in general.
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 2.6, it will be sufficient to consider the
Ž .case where W, S is irreducible.
We now consider a special situation where the desired statements about
F-conjugacy can be reduced to statements about elements of maximal
length in the ordinary conjugacy classes of W. This is the case where F is
the inner automorphism defined by the unique longest element w g W.0
Ž . Ž . Ž .This element has order 2 and we have the relation l ww s l w y l w0 0
w xfor all w g W; see 13, Sect. 1.8 . Hence we have w Sw s S and so the0 0
inner automorphism of W defined by w is of the kind that we are0
interested in.
2.9. Maximal Length Elements in the Classes of W. Let F: W “ W be
the inner automorphism defined by the longest element w g W. First, we0
claim that the map w ‹ ww defines a bijection between the F-conjugacy0
classes of W and the ordinary conjugacy classes of W. Indeed, given
w, wX, x g W, we have
wX s xy1 wF x m wX s xy1 ww xw m wX w s xy1 ww x .Ž . 0 0 0 0
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Now we show that the statements of Theorem 2.6 are equivalent to similar
statements about elements of maximal length in the ordinary conjugacy
classes of W.
X X X ŽGiven w, w g W, we have w “ w if and only if w w “ ww seeF 0 0
Ž .. Ž .Definition 2.2 c . This follows immediately from the relation l ww s0
Ž . Ž .l w y l w for w g W. However, the relation ; does not translate to0 F
Ž Ž ..the relation ; see Definition 2.2 c . Instead, we have to use the
following relation.
xX X XŽ . Ž .Let w, w g W be such that l w s l w . We shall write w C w if
X y1 Ž y1 . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w s x wx for some x g W and if l x w s l w y l x or l wx s l w
Ž . X Xy l x . Again, we also write w C w if w s w or if there exist sequences
x x x1 2 n XŽ .of elements x , w g W 1 F i F n such that w C w C ??? C w s w .i i 1 n
X X ŽThen we have w ; w if and only if ww C w w . Again, this immedi-F 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . .ately follows from the relation l ww s l w y l w for w g W.0 0
Now let C be an ordinary conjugacy class of W and let C be the setmax
of elements of maximal length in C. The above discussion shows that
Ž . Ž .statements a and b of Theorem 2.6 are equivalent to the following two
statements.
Ž X. X Xa For any w g C, there exists some w g C such that w “ w.max
Ž X. X Xb We have w C w for all w, w g C .max
Ž .2.10. By the arguments in 2.8 , in order to prove Theorem 2.6, it is
Ž .sufficient to consider the case where W, S is an irreducible finite Coxeter
Ž .system and F: W “ W is an automorphism such that F S s S. Thus,
Ž w x.according to the well-known classification see 13, Chap. 2 , we have to
consider the following cases.
Ž . Ž . w xa W, S is irreducible and F is the identity; for this case, see 9
Ž . w Ž .x Ž .the crystallographic types and 10, 3.2 the non-crystallographic types .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b W, S is of type I m m G 3 and F interchanges the two2
elements of S; this has been settled in Example 2.4.
Ž . Ž .c W, S is of type D and F is the unique automorphism of order4
Ž .3, which has exactly one fixed point; see 6.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .d W, S is of type F and F has order 2; see 6.3 .4
Ž . Ž . Ž .e W, S is of type E and F has order 2; see 6.4 .6
Ž . Ž .f W, S is of type A and F is the inner automorphism definedny1
Ž X. Ž X. Ž .by w . Then we are reduced to proving statements a and b in 2.9 ;0
this will be done in Section 3.
˜Ž . Ž . Žg W, S is of type D and F has order 2. Then the group W seen
.Remark 2.1 can be identified as a Coxeter group of type B and we cann
w Ž .xargue in a similar way as in 9, 2.8 ; for the details see Section 4.
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3. TYPE 2Any1
Ž Ž .Ž ..The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2.6 see 2.10 f in the case
Ž .where W, S is of type A and F is the automorphism given byny1
Ž .conjugation with the longest element w g W. Thus, let W s S n G 10 n
Ž .be the symmetric group with generators s s i, i q 1 for 1 F i F n y 1i
and let w g S be the longest element.0 n
Ž .By the discussion in 2.9 , the map w ‹ ww defines a bijection between0
the F-conjugacy classes of S and the ordinary conjugacy classes of S .n n
Under this correspondence, elements of minimal length in an F-conjugacy
class of S correspond to elements of maximal length in an ordinaryn
w xconjugacy class of S . We recall some definitions and results from 14 .n
Ž .3.1. Elements in Stair Form. Given any composition l s l , . . . , l1 m
of n, we define a corresponding element s g S as follows. Consider thel n
Ž . Ž .list a , a , . . . , a with a s i and a s n y i y 1 for all i. Then we1 2 n 2 iy1 2 i
set
a s [ s s ??? s ,Ž . l l l l1 2 m
where s is the l -cycle given byl ii
b s [ a , a , . . . , a .Ž . Ž .l l q ? ? ? ql q1 l q ? ? ? ql q2 l q ? ? ? ql qli 1 iy1 1 iy1 1 iy1 i
Note that s has cyclic type l. We say that s is a cycle in stair form andl l i
that s is an element in stair form.l
We will see that in order to study elements of maximal length in the
conjugacy classes of S it is enough to consider elements in stair form. An
wfirst result in this direction is given by the algorithm described in 14, Sect.
x3 . It shows that, given any element w g S , there exists a composition ln
of n such that
c s “ w , with s defined as above.Ž . l l
This algorithm has the following property. Consider the cycle of w that
contains n. Then n occurs in a cycle of the same length in s . Thel
following result shows how to compute the length of elements in stair
form.
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Let l s l , . . . , l be a composition of n and consider the1 m
Ž .Ž .corresponding element s s s ??? s g S , as defined in 3.1 a . Then wel l l n1 m
ha¤e
l s s l s q ??? ql sŽ . Ž . Ž .l l l1 m
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 4and, writing l s 2m q e with m G 0 and e g 0, 1 ,i i i i i
l s s 2m d y m q 1 y e ,Ž . Ž .l i i i ii
< Ž . <where d s s a y a .i l l q ? ? ? ql q1 l q ? ? ? ql q1i 1 iy1 1 iy1
Proof. We shall use the following interpretation of the length function
on S . For any w g S we haven n
l w s P w ,Ž . Ž .
where P w [ i , j ‹ 1 F i - j F n , w i ) w j . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž w xThis follows from 13, Corollary 1.7 and the description of the root
w Ž .x . Ž .system of type A in 13, 2.10 . In order to compute l s , we onlyny1 l i
Žconsider the case i s 1. For i ) 1 the argument is the same; just a little
.more care is needed to handle the indices. Then the images of 1, . . . , n
under s are given byl1
n , n y 1, . . . , n y m q 1 , m q 1, . . . , n y m , 1, m , m y 1, . . . , 21 1 1 1 1^ ‘ _^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
m terms n y 2 m terms m terms1 1 1
for e s 0,1
n , n y 1, . . . , n y m q 1 , 1, m q 2, . . . , n y m , m q 1, m , . . . , 21 1 1 1 1^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
m terms n y 2 m y 1 terms m terms1 1 1
for e s 1.1
Ž . Ž .Thus, one can count explicitly the number of pairs i - j with s i ) s jl l1 1
Ž .and this readily yields the formula for l s ; note that d s n y 1.l 11
Ž .Now consider the element s . First, note that we certainly have l s Fl l
Ž .Ý l s . To prove the reverse inequality, we begin by looking at the firstk lk
cycle and show that
P s : P s .Ž . Ž .l l1
Ž . Ž .To see this, let i, j g P s . Assume first that i is a fixed point of sl l1 1
and j is not. This means that j occurs in the numbers involved in the first
Ž .cycle but i does not. Now, by the definition in 3.1 , there are two cases:
Ž . Ž .I either j is bigger and s j is smaller than any number in anyl1
Ž .cycle s for k ) 1 ,lk
Ž . Ž .II or j is smaller and s j is bigger than any number in any cyclel1
Ž .s for k ) 1 .lk
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Ž .Now, since i occurs in one of the cycles s k ) 1 , the same also holdslk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for s i s s ??? s i . The condition i s s i ) s j shows that wel l l l l2 m 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .are in case I . Hence we have j ) i ) s j and also j ) s i ) s j ,l l l1 1
Ž . Ž .i.e., i, j g P s . The argument is similar if j is a fixed point of s and il l1
is not. Finally, if both i and j are not fixed by s , then i, j are fixed pointsl1
for s , . . . , s since the cycles are disjoint. Thus, in any case, we havel l2 m
Ž . Ž .s j ) s i , as claimed.l l
We can argue similarly for all the remaining cycles and conclude that for
Ž . Ž .any 1 F k F m we have P s : P s . Finally, by a similar reasoning asl lk
Ž . Ž . Xabove, one can see that P s l P s s B for k / k . Hence we haveXl lk k
mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .P s s @ P s and so l s F Ý l s .l ks1 l l k lk k
Ž .Let l s l , . . . , l be a composition of n. We say that l is a maximal1 m
composition of n if the following condition is satisfied: there exists k
Ž . Ž .0 F k F m such that l , . . . , l are even numbers in any order and1 k
l , . . . , l are odd numbers and we have l G ??? G l . Note thatkq1 m kq1 m
Ž . Ž .all l ’s may be even for k s m or all may be odd for k s 0 .i
The significance of this notion is explained by the following result.
Ž w x.THEOREM 3.3 Kim 14 . Let l be any composition of n. Then the
corresponding element s g S has maximal length in its conjugacy class ifl n
and only if l is a maximal composition.
Proof. First, we show that if l is not maximal, then s does not havel
Ž .maximal length in its class. Indeed, let l s l , . . . , l and assume that1 r
there exists some i such that l is odd and l is even or that l , l arei iq1 i iq1
odd and l - l . Then let lX be the composition of n that has the samei iq1
parts as l except that l and l are interchanged. Having the same cyclei iq1
structure, the two elements s and s X are conjugate in S . On the otherl l n
hand, using the formulas in Lemma 3.2, it is a straightforward matter to
Ž . Ž .Xcheck that l s ) l s . Thus, s does not have maximal length in itsl l l
class.
Next, we show that if l is a maximal composition, then s has maximall
length in its class. For this purpose, we choose any element w g S ofn
maximal length in the conjugacy class of elements with cycle structure l.
Ž .Ž .Then, by 3.1 c , there exists a composition m of n such that s “ w.m
Since w and s are conjugate and w already has maximal length in itsm
Ž . Ž .class, we have l w s l s . Thus, we can assume that w s s . We havem m
seen above that m must be a maximal composition. Now, since s and sl m
Ž .are conjugate, m and l have the same parts counting multiplicities ,
possibly in different orders. But, since both l and m are maximal, they can
only differ in the arrangement of the even parts. Then it is again a
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Ž . Ž .straightforward matter to check that l s s l s , using the formulas inl m
Lemma 3.2.
Ž . Ž .Ž .EXAMPLE 3.4. a The element w [ 1, n 2, n y 1 ??? has maximal0
Ž Ž . Ž . .length in S we have l w s n n y 1 r2 and so, in particular, in itsn 0
Ž .conjugacy class of type l s 2, 2, 2, . . . .
Ž . Ž .b Let l s 4, 2, 3, 7, 2 , a composition of n s 18. A maximal com-
Ž .position of 18 with the type l is 4, 2, 2, 7, 3 and an element of maximal
length in the conjugacy class is
1, 18, 2, 17 3, 16 4, 15 5, 14, 6, 13, 7, 12, 8 11, 9, 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
with length 145.
Ž .Another possible maximal composition of type l is 2, 2, 4, 7, 3 and its
associated element of maximal length is
1, 18 2, 17 3, 16, 4, 15 5, 14, 6, 13, 7, 12, 8 11, 9, 10 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž .The above results indicate that, in order to establish 2.10 f , we are
reduced to working only with elements in stair form. This is made precise
as follows.
LEMMA 3.5. Assume that the following two conditions hold.
Ž Y .a Let l be a composition of n that is not maximal. Then there exists
Ža maximal composition m of n with the same parts as l counting multiplici-
.ties such that s “ s .m l
Ž Y . X Žb If m, m are two maximal compositions with the same parts count-
. Xing multiplicities , then s C s .m m
Ž X. Ž X. Ž .Then the statements a and b in 2.9 hold for all conjugacy classes of
S . Consequently, Theorem 2.6 holds for S .n n
Ž X. Ž .Proof. First, we check that a in 2.9 holds. Consider any element
Ž .Ž .w g S . By 3.1 c , there exists a composition l of n such that s “ w.n l
Ž Y .Now let m be as in a . Then we have s “ s “ w and s has maximalm l m
length in its class by Theorem 3.3.
Ž X. Ž . XNow we check that b in 2.9 holds. Consider two elements w, w g S n
Ž .Ž .that are conjugate and have maximal length in their class. By 3.1 c , there
exists a composition l of n such that s “ w. Since w already hasl
Ž . Ž .maximal length in its class, we have l w s l s and l is a maximall
composition by Theorem 3.3. An argument completely analogous to that in
Remark 2.3 shows that then we also have w C s . Similarly, there exists al
X X Ž Y .Xmaximal composition l such that w C s . By assumption b , we con-l
X
Xclude that w C s C s C w , as desired.l l
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Ž Y . Ž Y .Conditions a and b amount to proving that, in a given element in
stair form s , certain cycles may be interchanged by performing conjuga-l
Ž Ž Y . Ž Y ..tions in a suitable way i.e., via “ in a and via C in b . It is easily
seen that the proof of the above two statements can be reduced to the case
where the compositions under consideration only have two consecutive
Ž wnon-trivial parts. A similar kind of reasoning has already been used in 9,
x . Ž Y .Sect. 2 . Thus, in a , we have to consider a product of two disjoint cycles
of lengths m and m with n s m q m and such that either m is odd1 2 1 2 1
Ž Y .and m is even or m , m are odd and m - m . In b , we have to2 1 2 1 2
consider a product of two disjoint cycles of even lengths m and m with1 2
n s m q m .1 2
Ž .Ž Y .3.6. Proof of 3.5 a . Let l be a composition of n that is not
maximal. By the above discussion, it is enough to consider the case where
l only has two consecutive non-trivial parts. In order to avoid a cumber-
some notation, we only consider the case where the two non-trivial
Žconsecutive parts are at the beginning of l. The argument in general is
.completely analogous. Thus, we have to consider the following situation.
Let k G 0, m G k q 2 and consider the following cycles:
s s 1, n , 2, n y 1, . . . , k , n y k q 1, k q 1 ,Ž .1
s s n y k , k q 2, n y k y 1, k q 3, . . . , n y m q 2, m , ) ,Ž .2
Ž .where the ) in s either has to be deleted if s is an even cycle or has2 2
Ž .to be replaced by n y m q 1 if s is an odd cycle . In the second case,2
we also assume that the size of s is bigger than that of s . Then we2 1
conjugate s s by the following sequence of generators:1 2
s , s , . . . , s , s , s , . . . , s .kq1 kq2 my1 nyk nyky1 nymq2
The result is s Ž1.s Ž1., where1 2
s Ž1. s 1, n , 2, n y 1, . . . , k y 1, n y k q 1, k , n y m q 2, m ,Ž .1
s Ž1. s n y k q 1, k q 1, n y k , k q 2, . . . , n y m q 1, m y 1, ) .Ž .2
Moreover, it is readily checked that, at each step of the conjugation, the
length either remains the same or increases; i.e., we have s Ž1.s Ž1. “ s s .1 2 1 2
Next, we conjugate s Ž1.s Ž1. by the sequence of generators1 2
s , s , . . . , s , s , s , . . . , s ,k kq1 my2 nykq1 nyk nymq3
and repeat this whole process. After k repetitions, we obtain s Žk .s Žk . “1 2
s s , where s Žk . and s Žk . are consecutive disjoint cycles of the same size1 2 1 2
as s and s , respectively, but where n occurs in s Žk .. Applying the1 2 2
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Ž .Ž . X X Žk . Žk . X Xalgorithm in 3.1 c , we find that s s “ s s , where s s is in stair1 2 1 2 1 2
form and the size of s X is that of s . Thus, we have ‘‘interchanged’’ the1 2
two ‘‘wrong’’ cycle sizes, as desired.
The reader is invited to check the above procedure in the following
Ž .Ž . Ž .Žexamples: first, let s s 1, 9, 2, 8, 3 7, 4, 6, 5 and s s 1, 9, 2, 8 3, 7, 4,1 2
.6, 5 . Next, let
s s 1, 12, 2, 11, 3 10, 4, 9, 5, 8, 6, 7 ,Ž . Ž .1
s s 1, 12, 2, 11, 3, 10, 4 9, 5, 8, 6, 7 .Ž . Ž .2
Ž .Ž Y . X3.7. Proof of 3.5 b . Let m, m be two maximal compositions of n
Ž . Ž .that have the same parts counting multiplicities . As in 3.6 , it is enough
to consider the case where m, mX only have two non-trivial consecutive even
parts, which are at the beginning. Thus, we have to consider the follow-
ing situation: let n G 2 l q 2m with l, m G 1 and consider the following
cycles:
s s 1, n , 2, n y 1, . . . , l , n y l q 1 ,Ž .1
s s l q 1, n y l , l q 2, n y l y 1, . . . , l q m , n y l y m q 1 ,Ž .2
s X s 1, n , 2, n y 1, . . . , m , n y m q 1 ,Ž .1
s X s m q 1, n y m , m q 2, n y m y 1, . . . , m q l , n y m y l q 1 .Ž .2
x X XThen we have s s C s s , where1 2 1 2
x s s s , . . . , s s s ??? s ??? s s ??? sŽ . Ž . Ž .l lq1 lqmy1 ly1 l lqmy2 1 2 m
= s s ??? s s s ??? s ???Ž . Ž .ny l nyly1 nylymq1 nylq1 nyl nylymq2
= s s ??? s .Ž .ny1 ny2 nym
Ž . Ž X .Indeed, using the formula in Lemma 3.2, we already know that l w s l w ,
where w s s s and wX s s Xs X . Now one readily checks that wX s xy1 wx1 2 1 2 x XŽ . Ž . Ž .and l wx s l w y l x ; i.e., we have w C w . We omit further details.
Ž .Ž . Ž .As an illustration, let w s 1, 10, 2, 9 3, 8, 4, 7, 5, 6 with l w s 42. Then
X Ž .Ž .w C w s 1, 10, 2, 9, 3, 8 4, 7, 5, 6 via
x s 2, 3 3, 4 4, 5 1, 2 2, 3 3, 4 8, 9 7, 8 6, 7 9, 10 8, 9 7, 8 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We have l x s 12 and l wx s l w y l x s 42 y 12 s 30.
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4. TYPE 2Dn
Ž .The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2.6 in the case where W, S
is of type D and F is an automorphism of order 2. As already indicated inn
Ž .Ž .2.10 g , we will do this by embedding a group of type D as a normaln
subgroup of index 2 in a group of type B . More precisely, let n G 2 andn
let W be a Coxeter group of type B with generators t, s , . . . , s andn n 1 ny1
relations given by the following diagram:
Now set u [ ts t g W . Then the subgroup W X ; W generated by1 n n n
u, s , . . . , s is a Coxeter group of type D with relations given by the1 ny1 n
following diagram:
Let F: W X “ W X be the automorphism of order 2 that fixes all s for i ) 1n n i
and interchanges u, s . Then F is given by conjugation with t and we have1
X ˜² : Ž .W s W i t . Thus, the group W see Remark 2.1 can be identifiedn n
with W , where F acts via conjugation with t.n
4.1. Standard Representati¤es in Type B . The conjugacy classes of Wn n
Ž . < < < <are parametrized by pairs of partitions a , b such that a s b s n,
w xcorresponding to the ‘‘signed cycle type’’ of the elements of W ; see 3 . Inn
w x9 it was shown that each class contains a standard representative of
minimal length in so-called signed block form. To describe this, we have to
w Ž .xintroduce some notation; cf. 11, 2.2 . First, we define
t [ t and t [ s t s for 1 F i F n y 1.0 i i iy1 i
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Given m G 0 and d G 1, we define a positive block, respectively a negative
block, of length d and starting at m by
bq m , d [ s ??? s ,Ž . mq 1 mqdy1
by m , d [ t s ??? s .Ž . m mq1 mqdy1
Ž .Now let a , b be a double partition of n labeling a class in W . Then an
standard representative w of minimal length in that class is given asŽa , b .
Ž . Ž .follows. If a s 1 F a F ??? F a and b s 1 F b F ??? F b we set1 r 1 s
< <m [ a q ??? qa and n [ a q b q ??? qb for all i, j G 1. Theni 1 iy1 j 1 jy1
w [ by m , a ??? by m , a bq n , b ??? bq n , bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža , b . 1 1 r r 1 1 s s
Ž .has signed cycle type a , b and minimal length in its class.
Now we can state:
PROPOSITION 4.2. The F-conjugacy classes of W X are parametrized byn
Ž . < < < <pairs of partitions a , b such that a q b s n and where a has an odd
number of parts. A representati¤e of minimal length in the class labeled by
Ž . X Xa , b is gi¤en by w t g W . Moreo¤er, Theorem 2.6 holds for W withŽa , b . n n
respect to the automorphism F.
Proof. The above description of W X ; W implies that the map w ‹ wtn n
defines a bijection between the F-conjugacy classes of W X and then
Ž . X Žordinary conjugacy classes of W that are contained in the coset W t seen n
. XRemark 2.1 . Thus, the F-conjugacy classes of W are parametrized by then
Ž .double partitions a , b of n such that a has an odd number of parts.
Now consider any element w g W X. Since F only affects the generatorsn
w Ž .xu, s , an argument completely analogous to that in the proof of 9, 2.31
X X  4shows that we have w “ d d ??? d , where d g 1, u, s , us andF 1 2 ny1 1 1 1
X  4d g 1, s , tt for i ) 1. Since t commutes with t , . . . , t and withi i i 1 ny1
s , . . . , s , we see that dX ??? dX can be rewritten in the form2 ny1 2 ny1
X X a  4  4d ??? d s t d ??? d , with a g 0, 1 and d g 1, s , t .2 ny1 2 ny1 i i i
 4  4Considering all the possibilities for d g 1, u, s , us and a g 0, 1 , we1 1 1
see that one of the following two cases occurs:
Ž . X ŽI The element w [ d ??? d t is in block form when consid-1 ny1
. Xered as an element of W ; i.e., w is a product of consecutive positive andn
negative blocks.
Ž . XII The element w [ td ??? d is in block form.1 ny1
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Ž . w Ž .xAssume first that we are in case I . Applying repeatedly 9, 2.4 , we
X Y Ž . Yobtain w “ w in W , where w is in block form such that all negativen
Ž Yblocks are in the beginning, ordered by increasing length i.e., w has
w Ž .x.minimal length in its class in W by 9, 2.7 . Moreover, the sequence ofn
conjugations only involves the generators s , . . . , s . By an argument1 ny1
w Ž .xcompletely analogous to that in 9, 2.8b , we see that we also have
X Y Ž X.w t “ w t in W . Then the proof can be completed as in the discussionF n
w Ž .x Ž . Ž .in 9, 2.8 . If we are case II , then we replace w by F w s twt and
repeat the whole argument. Note that Theorem 2.6 holds for an F-con-
X Ž .jugacy class C of W if and only if it holds for the F-conjugacy class F C .n
Ž .EXAMPLE 4.3. Let n s 4. There are nine double partitions a , b of 4
such that a has an odd number of parts. The corresponding representa-
tives of minimal length are given as follows:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a , b 1.111 111.1 2.11 1.12 ].112 2.2 3.1 1.3 4.]
w t tt t ts ts tt t s ts s ts s ts s ts s sŽa , b . 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 3
w t 1 u u u s u u s us us s s us sŽa , b . 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3
where u s us and u s s u s for i ) 1.1 1 i i iy1 i
5. GOOD ELEMENTS IN TWISTED CONJUGACY CLASSES
We keep the setup of the previous section. We shall now consider
powers of elements of minimal length in the F-conjugacy classes of W,
w xfollowing 11 .
DEFINITION 5.1. Let w g W. The smallest number d G 1 such that
wF w F 2 w ??? F dy1 w s 1 and F d s 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
is called the F-order of w.
The F-order of w is the same as the usual order of wF as an element in
˜ Ž .W see Remark 2.1 ; in particular, F-conjugate elements have the same
y1 Ž . i i Ž .F-order. Indeed, we have F wF s F w and so wF s F F w for any
i g Z. Then a straightforward computation yields
i i yi 2 iy1wF s wF F s wF w F w ??? F wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any i G 1 that is a multiple of the order of F.
q Ž . w x5.2. Let B be the braid monoid associated with W, S ; see 2, 7 . This
monoid has the property that there exists a map f : W “ Bq such that Bq
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Ž . Ž X. Ž . Ž X.is generated by f W and satisfies the condition that f ww s f w f w
X Ž X. Ž . Ž X. qwhenever w, w g W are such that l ww s l w q l w . Moreover, B
is the unique universal monoid with this property.
q ŽThe automorphism F extends to an automorphism of B which we
. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..denote by the same symbol such that f F w s F f w for all w g W.
Ž .To simplify the notation, we shall usually write w s f w for w g W.
w xThe following definition extends that in 11, Theorem 1.1 .
DEFINITION 5.3. Let C be an F-conjugacy class of W. Let d be the
F-order of the elements in C. An element w g C is called good if theremin
Ž .exists a sequence of subsets I = I = ??? = I a G 1 of S such that the1 2 a
relation
wF w F 2 w ??? F dy1 w s w 2 w 2 ??? w 2Ž . Ž . Ž . I I I1 2 a
holds in Bq. Here, for any subset I : S, we denote by w the longestI
element in the parabolic subgroup of W generated by I.
wThe main application will be Proposition 7.5 below, which extends 11,
x w xCorollary 4.2 ; see also 1, Sect. 1.6 . The examples in Section 6 show that
one cannot expect that the subsets I should be F-stable.i
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let W, F be as in Example 2.4. We have already seen
that the following elements form a set of representatives for the F-con-
jugacy classes of W:
1 and w s sts ??? , with l w odd.Ž .
The identity element certainly is good. Now consider an element w s sts
Ž . Ž .??? with l w odd. Then we have F w s tst ??? . Let e s 2k, where k is
Ž . Ž .the least common multiple of m and l w , and set d s erl w . Note that
Ž .w s sts ??? m factors . Hence we have0
wF w ??? F dy1 w s sts ??? tst ??? ??? s w er m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0
It follows that w has F-order d and that w is good.
We believe that good elements always exist, but the proof in type A
seems to require some non-trivial combinatorics; we hope to be able to
come back to this case elsewhere. In any case, the following discussion
shows that it is enough to consider irreducible finite Coxeter groups.
Ž .5.5. Assume that good elements exist whenever W, S is irreducible.
We now show that then good elements exist in general.
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Ž .Step 1. Assume that W s W = ??? = W for some r G 2 , where each1 r
W is irreducible and generated by a subset S ; S such that F permutesi i
the S cyclically. Then F r is an automorphism of W that leaves Si 1 1
Ž .invariant. Let C be an F-conjugacy class of W. By Lemma 2.7 a , we have
C l W / B. By the above assumption, there exists an element w g Cmin 1
r Ž .l W that has minimal length in its F -conjugacy class inside W and is1 1
Ž r . Ž .good with respect to F . The discussion in Step 1 of 2.8 shows that
w g C . Let d be the F r-order of w. Then we leave it to the reader tomin
check that w has F-order dr and w is also good with respect to F.
Step 2. Assume that W s W = W , where W , W are generated by1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .S , S , respectively, and we have F S s S , F S s S . Then it is1 2 1 1 2 2
straightforward and easy to check that good elements exist in W if and
Žonly if good elements exist in W and W and the restriction of F to1 2
.W , W , respectively .1 2
Step 3. In the general case, S can be decomposed as a union of orbits
under F and the components in each orbit are of the same type and
cyclically permuted among themselves. Applying Step 1 to each orbit and
then Step 2, we see that good elements exist in W.
The situation for irreducible finite Coxeter groups is as follows. We have
to consider the following cases. If F is the identity, the result is contained
w x Ž .in 11 . Now assume that F is not the identity. For type I m , see2
Example 5.4. For types 3D , 2F , and 2E , see Tables I]III respectively. For4 4 6
2 w xtype D , one can use similar arguments as in 11, Sect. 2 to show that then
representatives in Proposition 4.2 are good.
5.6. Open Problem. In the setup of Section 3, let l be a maximal
Žcomposition of n. Then show that s w is a good element. We havel 0
 4checked that this is true for all maximal compositions of n g 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 .
6. EXPLICIT COMPUTATIONS
We will now explain how to verify Theorem 2.6 and how to find good
Ž .elements for a particular group W, S and a given automorphism F by
explicit computation.
6.1. For any w g W we define
Cyc w [ wX g W ‹ w “ wX and l w s l wX . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .F
Ž .We call Cyc w the cyclic shift orbit of w. Furthermore, we define a
 4 Ž .function t : W “ 0, 1 as follows. We set t w s 1 if there exists some
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X Ž . Ž X Ž .. Ž .w g Cyc w and some s g S such that l sw F s - l w ; otherwise, we
Ž .set t w s 0. Clearly, t is constant on the cyclic shift orbits of W.
Ž .  Ž .Let C be an F-conjugacy class of W and set M C [ w g C ‹ t w s
4 Ž . X Ž X . Ž .0 . Thus, given w g M C , we can never have w “ w with l w - l w .F
Ž .On the other hand, note that we certainly have C : M C . It followsmin
Ž . Ž .that Theorem 2.6 a holds for C if and only if all elements in M C have
Ž .the same length. Moreover, using Remark 2.3, we see that Theorem 2.6 b
Ž . Ž . Ž .holds if we have M C s Cyc w for some w g M C .
In order to verify Theorem 2.6 for W, F, we can therefore proceed as
follows. First, we compute all elements of W and then all F-conjugacy
Ž .classes of W by a simple orbit algorithm . Let C be such an F-conjugacy
Ž . Ž . Žclass. For each w g C we compute Cyc w and t w . Again, this can be
w x . Ž .done by an orbit algorithm; cf. 9, Sect. 3 . Then we compute M C and
Ž .verify if all elements in M C have the same length. Furthermore, we
Ž .determine how many cyclic shift orbits are contained in M C . If this is
just an orbit, we have verified both parts of Theorem 2.6. Otherwise, we
consider a set of representatives for the cyclic shift orbits and use some ad
Ž .hoc arguments to verify Theorem 2.6 b for these representatives. Once we
have found C , we compute the F-order of each element in C andmin min
check if the required relations in Definition 5.3 hold. An algorithm for the
computation of normal forms of elements in braid monoids is described
w xin 2, 7 .
The following examples have been examined using an implementation of
the above algorithms in the CHEVIE package of GAP.
3 Ž .  46.2. Type D . Let W, S be of type D , with S s s , s , s , s such4 4 1 2 3 4
that s , s , s commute with each other. Let F be the automorphism of1 4 2
Ž . Ž .order 3 such that F s s s , F s s s . There are seven F-conjugacy1 4 4 2
Ž . Ž .classes. For each F-conjugacy class C, we have M C s C s Cyc w formin
Ž . Ž .any w g M C . Hence, by 6.1 , both parts of Theorem 2.6 hold. Good
representatives are given in Table I.
Here and in the following tables, w is the longest element in W itself;0
moreover, instead of s s s ??? , we simply write 123 ??? .1 2 3
2 Ž .  46.3. Type F . Let W, S be of type F , with S s s , s , s , s such4 4 1 2 3 4
that s s and s s have order 3 and s s has order 4. Let F be the1 2 3 4 2 3
Ž . Ž .automorphism of order 2 such that F s s s , F s s s . There are 111 4 2 3
Ž .F-conjugacy classes. For each F-conjugacy class C, we have M C s Cmin
Ž . Ž .s Cyc w for any w g M C . Hence both parts of Theorem 2.6 hold.
Good representatives are given in Table II.
2 Ž .  46.4. Type E . Let W, S be of type E , with S s s , s , s , s , s , s6 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
such that s s , s s , s s , s s and s s have order 3. Let F be the1 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 2 4
Ž . Ž .automorphism of order 2 such that F s s s , F s s s . We note that F1 6 3 5
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TABLE I
3Good Representatives for Type D4
Good representative F-order Normal form of
dy1< < Ž . Ž .w g C d C wF w ??? F wmin min
21 6 3 w124
id 3 1 id
2 4123123 6 9 w w0 23
63 6 1 w3
213 12 6 w0
212312432 3 8 w0
21232 6 8 w0
Ž .is given by conjugation with w ; hence we are in the setup of 2.9 . There0
Ž .are 25 F-conjugacy classes. For each F-conjugacy class C, we have M C
Ž .s C . This already shows that Theorem 2.6 a holds. Good representa-min
Ž .tives are given in Table III. All classes satisfy the condition that M C s
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .Cyc w for any w g M C and, hence, Theorem 2.6 b holds for them ,
except for those that are indicated with an ) in Table III. For these
Ž .exceptional classes, we have to check Theorem 2.6 b separately. By
Remark 2.3, it is sufficient to do this for a set of representatives for the
cyclic shift orbits contained in C .min
Let C be the F-class of s s . Then C consists of three cyclic shift1 2 min
orbits with representatives s s , s s , s s . We have1 2 1 4 2 3
y1s s s s s s s F s s andŽ . Ž .1 4 4 2 1 2 4 2
y1s s s s s s s s s F s s s s ,Ž . Ž .2 3 3 1 5 6 1 2 3 1 5 6
TABLE II
2Good Representatives for Type F4
Good representative F-order Normal form of
dy1< < Ž . Ž .w g C d C wF w ??? F wmin min
id 2 1 id
6232 8 2 w23
21 4 2 w14
101213214321 24 16 w0
212 24 6 w0
22 8 2 w23
2 412132132 8 22 w w0 23
21232 12 10 w0
2121321324321 4 24 w0
6121321324321324321 8 12 w0
2121321 8 12 w0
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TABLE III
2Good Representatives for Type E6
Good representative F-order Normal form of
dy1< < Ž . Ž .w g C d C wF w ??? F wmin min
2w 2 1 w0 0
id 2 1 id
2343543 2 1 w345
2124315436543 6 80 w0
2 41231431543165431 6 20 w w0 1356
2 423423465423456 6 146 w w0 24
2142314354231465431 4 120 w0
2 2) 12 4 6 w w126 2
2 845423145 10 40 w w0 4
2 24254234565423456 6 180 w w0 2345
424 6 2 w24
215 6 6 w1356
254 6 4 w345
21254 18 24 w0
2123143 12 56 w0
2131431543165431 2 1 w13456
2) 2 2 2 w2
2) 1 4 4 w16
2 22343543 4 6 w w2345 35
2 41343543 6 8 w w13456 45
213143 6 22 w13456
2 4125 6 6 w w12356 2
2254 8 8 w2345
2154 10 12 w13456
6 2124 12 4 w w1246 24
and the length conditions are satisfied so that we have s s ; s s ;1 2 F 1 4 F
s s .2 3
Let C be the F-class of s . Then C consists of two cyclic shift orbits2 min
Ž .y1 Ž .with representatives s , s . We have s s s s s F s s and the length2 4 4 4 2 2 4 2
condition is satisfied so that we have s ; s .2 F 4
Let C be the F-class of s . Then C consists of two cyclic shift orbits1 min
Ž .y1 Ž .with representatives s , s . We have s s s s s s s F s s s s and the1 3 3 3 1 5 6 1 3 1 5 6
length condition is satisfied so that we have s ; s .1 F 3
7. IWAHORI]HECKE ALGEBRAS WITH AUTOMORPHISM
Ž . w "1 xLet W, S be a finite Coxeter system and let A s Z u ‹ s g S be thes
Ž .ring of Laurent polynomials in indeterminates u ‹ s g S such that u s us s t
whenever s, t g S are conjugate in W. Let H be the corresponding
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Iwahori]Hecke algebra. Thus, H is an associative A-algebra with a basis
 4 Ž .Ž .T , and the multiplication is given by T y u T q 1 s 0 for s g Sw w g W s s s
Ž .and T s T ??? T whenever w s s ??? s s g S is a reduced expres-w s s 1 m i1 m
wsion in W. For the basic facts about H that we shall need here, see 6, Sect.
x68A .
Ž .Let F: W “ W be an automorphism such that F S s S. Assume also
that u s u for all s g S. Then the map T ‹ T defines an A-alge-s F Ž s. w F Žw .
bra automorphism of H, which we denote by the same symbol F.
Let K be a field containing the field of fractions of A and let H beK
the K-algebra obtained by extending scalars from A to K. We assume that
K is sufficiently large such that H is a split semisimple algebra. We nowK
study representations and characters of H that are invariant under F. ForK
w xgeneral background, see 8 .
Ž .7.1. F-Central Functions. Let Irr H be the set of irreducible charac-K
Ž .ters of H . The automorphism F acts on Irr H , and we denote byK K
Ž .F Ž .F Ž .Irr H the fixed-point set. Let x g Irr H and let r : H “ End EK K K
be a representation affording x . The condition that x is F-invariant
Ž .means that there exists some w g Aut E such thatK
a w ( r T s r T (w for all w g W .Ž . Ž . Ž .w F Žw .
Note that since r is irreducible, w is unique up to scalar multiples. The
map
b x : H “ K , T ‹ trace of r T (w g End E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ K w w K
is called the F-extension of x with respect to w. We can also normalize w
such that w d s id , where d is the order of F. We haveE
x T T X s trace r T ( r T X (wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ w w w w
s trace r T X (w ( r TŽ . Ž .Ž .w w
s trace r T X ( r T (wŽ . Ž .Ž .w F Žw .
s x T XT for all w , wX g W .˜ Ž .w F Žw .
Ž . Ž .X XAny K-linear map l: H “ K such that l T T s l T T for allK w w w F Žw .
w, wX g W will be called an F-central function on H . We have just seenK
Ž .Fthat any F-extension of x g Irr H is such a function.K
In analogy to the construction in Remark 2.1, one can also define a
˜semidirect product algebra H, and then the F-central functions on H can
˜be naturally seen to be the restrictions of the usual central functions on H
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˜ w Ž . Ž .xto the coset HF ; H; see 8, II.1 and II.2 . Now the central functions
˜ ˜on H are just the linear functionals that have all commutators in H in
their kernel. We can formulate this directly in terms of H and F: H “ H,
as follows.
X w X x X X Ž .Let h, h g H; then h, h s hh y h F h is called the F-commutatorF
X w xof h and h . Let H, H be the A-submodule of H generated by allF
F-commutators.
w x Ž .Similarly, we define H , H . We have seen in 7.1 that the F-centralK K F
functions on H are precisely the linear functionals on H that haveK K
w xH , H in their kernel. Thus, in order to study these functions, we needK K F
some information on the quotient of H by the F-commutators. ThisK
information is obtained by translating the results from Section 2 about
F-conjugation in W.
Ž .7.2. The F-Class Polynomials. Let Cl W be the set of F-conjugacyF
Ž .classes of W. For each C g Cl W , we fix once and for all a representa-F
w xtive w g C . We want to show that Hr H, H is generated by theC min F
 Ž .4images of the elements T ‹ C g Cl W under the canonical mapw FCw xH “ Hr H, H . For this purpose, note the following simple relation. IfF
h, hX g H are such that h is invertible, then we have
X y1 X y1 X y1 X w xh y h h F h s h h h y h h F h g H , H .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . F
xX XNow let w, w g C be such that w ; w for some x g W. Then, arguing inF
w x y1Xa complete similar way as in 9, Sect. 1 , we see that T s T T T .w x w F Ž x .
Ž .Hence, using the above relation and Theorem 2.6 b , we conclude that
X w x Xa T ’ T mod H , H for all w , w g C .Ž . Fw w min
s X XŽ . Ž .Now assume that w “ w for some s g S. If l w s l w , then we alsoFs Xhave w ; w ; see Remark 2.3. Hence we can apply again the aboveF
w x Ž X. Ž .Xargument and conclude that T ’ T mod H, H . Finally, if l w - l w ,w w F
y1 Ž .X Xthen we have T T T s u T q u y 1 T , and sos w F Ž s. s w s w F Ž s.
X X w xT ’ u T q u y 1 T mod H , H .Ž . Fw s w s w F Ž s.
Ž .Using these relations and induction on l w , we see in a similar way as in
w x9 that, for each w g W, there exist constants f g A such thatw , C
w xb T ’ f T mod H , H .Ž . Ý Fw w , C w C
Ž .CgCl WF
w xIn analogy to 9 , we call the constants f the F-class polynomials of Hw , C
They can be computed recursively using the above relations. But note that
Ž .it is not yet clear that they are uniquely determined by the equation b .
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Ž .We shall need the following known result.
Ž .FLEMMA 7.3. Let Irr W be the set of ordinary irreducible characters of
< Ž .F < < Ž . <W that are fixed under the action of F. Then we ha¤e Irr W s Cl W .F
˜Proof. We use some standard facts from Clifford theory. Let W be as
Ž Ž ..in Remark 2.1 and consider the matrix M s c w F , where c runs overC
˜the irreducible characters of W and C runs over the F-conjugacy classes of
W. We determine the rank of M in two ways.
 4First, recall from Remark 2.1 that the elements w F form a set ofC
˜representatives of the conjugacy classes of W that are contained in the
˜coset WF. Thus, M consists of columns of the character table of W, and so
< Ž . <the rank of M equals Cl W .F
On the other hand, let us determine the rank by looking at the rows of
˜Ž .M. Let c g Irr W and let c be the restriction of c to W. If c is notW W
irreducible, then c is induced from an irreducible character of a proper
˜ Ž .normal subgroup of W containing W, and so c wF s 0 for any w g W.
˜Ž .Hence it is sufficient to consider those c g Irr W for which c isW
F X ˜Ž . Ž .irreducible. Note that, in this case, c g Irr W . Now, if c , c g Irr WW
are such that c s c X , then the corresponding rows of M are scalarW W
multiples of each other, since c X s c m m, where m is a linear character of
W˜ with W in its kernel. It follows that the rank of M can be at most
< Ž .F <Irr W . Finally, we must have equality since the rows of M satisfy
w Ž .xorthogonality relations; see 8, II.2 .
Ž .THEOREM 7.4. Recall that, for each C g Cl W , we ha¤e chosen anF
element w g C .C min
Ž .  Ž .4a The images of T ‹ C g Cl W under the canonical map H “w FC
w x w xHr H, H form an A-basis of Hr H, H , which does not depend on theF F
choice of the elements w .C
Ž .b Let w g W. Then the F-class polynomials f g A are uniquelyw , C
w xdetermined by the equation T ’ Ý f T mod H, H .w C w , C w FC
Ž . Ž .Fc For each x g Irr H , let x be an F-extension. Then the matrix˜K
Ž Ž .. Ž .F Ž .x T , where x g Irr H and C g Cl W , is square and non-singu-˜ w K FC
lar, and it does not depend on the choice of the elements w .C
Ž .The matrix in c will be called the F-character table of H .K
Ž .Proof. We begin with the following remarks. In 7.2 we have already
seen that, for each w g W, there exist elements f g A such thatw , C
w xT ’ Ý f T mod H, H . Then the same relation also holds modulow C w , C w FCw x Ž .FH , H . Now let x g Irr H and let x be an F-extension of x .˜K K F K
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Then, since x is an F-central function, we obtain that˜
) x T s f x T for all w g W .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ Ž .Ýw w , C wC
C
Ž .Let us now prove c . The independence of the choice of the elements wC
Ž .Ž .follows from 7.2 a and the fact that each x is an F-central function. By˜
w Ž .Ž .x8, II.2 c , the characters x satisfy orthogonality relations. Hence, taking˜
Ž .into account the linear relations ) , we conclude that the rows of the
Ž Ž .. Ž .matrix x T are linearly independent. So, to complete the proof of c ,˜ wC
< Ž .F < < Ž . <it will be enough to show that Irr H s Cl W . But, by a specializa-K F
w x < Ž .F < < Ž .F <tion argument, see 8, Theoreme II.1.6 , we have Irr H s Irr W . It´ ` K
remains to use Lemma 7.3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, we prove a and b . Recalling relation b in 7.2 , we see that it
only remains to show that the constants f are uniquely determined byw , C
Ž .that relation. But this follows from relation ) and the fact that the
Ž .matrix in c is non-singular. This completes the proof.
The results in Section 5 on good elements have the following conse-
w xquence, extending 11, Corollary 4.2 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 7.5. Let r : H “ End E be any F-in¤ariant representa-K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion and let w g Aut E be such that w ( r T s r T (w for allK w F Žw .
Ž .w g W. Let C g Cl W and let d be the F-order of the elements in C.F
Assume that C contains good elements and that w is such that w d s id .min E
Ž .Then, for any w g C , the eigen¤alues of r T (w are dth roots ofmin w
 4monomials in the indetermines u .s sg S
xX XProof. First, note that if w g C is such that w ; w for some x g W,F
then we have T X s Ty1T T and sow x w F Ž x .
y1
Xr T (w s r T ( r T ( r T (wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .w x w F Ž x .
y1s r T ( r T (w ( r T ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x w x
Ž . Ž .Xi.e., r T (w and r T (w are conjugate and, hence, have the samew w
Ž .eigenvalues counting multiplicities . By assumption, we may therefore
wassume that w is a good element in C. Hence, as in the proof of 11,
xCorollary 4.2 , we obtain a relation
2 2
2 dy1r T ( r T ( r T ( ??? ( r T s r T ( ??? ( r T ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w F Žw . F Žw . F Žw . w wI I1 a
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where I , . . . , I is a decreasing sequence of subsets of S. Using w d s id ,1 a E
the left-hand side can be rewritten as
dd
2 dy1r T ( r T ( r T ( ??? ( r T (w s r T (w .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .w F Žw . F Žw . F Žw . w
w xFrom this point on, one can argue as in proof of 11, Corollary 4.2 .
The problem of computing the F-character table of H can be solved asK
Ž .follows. Let x g Irr H and consider a matrix representation affordingK
Ž .Ž .x . Then the condition 7.1 a yields a system of homogeneous linear
equations for the matrix coefficients of w. If this system only has the
0-solution, then x is not F-invariant. Otherwise, we have found a non-triv-
ial solution for w.
EXAMPLE 7.6. Let W, F be as in Example 2.4. Then we have u s u \s t
wu. The irreducible representations of H are described explicitly in 6,K
xSect. 67C . We have the two one-dimensional representations ind and «
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that ind T s ind T s u and « T s « T s y1. These are clearlys t s t
F-invariant, and we can take w to be the identity matrix. If m is even, we
have two more one-dimensional representations, which are not F-in-
variant. To describe the remaining representations, we assume K is chosen
such that there exists a square root u1r2 g K of u and a primitive 2mth
root of unity z g K. Then we have irreducible representations r : H “j K
Ž .M K such that2
y1 0
r T s andŽ . 1r2 j yjj s u z q z uŽ .
1r2 j yju u z q zŽ .
r T s ,Ž .j t 0 y1
Ž . Ž .where 1 F j F m y 2 r2 if m is even and 1 F j F m y 1 r2 if m is odd.
All these representations are F-invariant. Indeed, the matrix
0 1
w s
1 0
Ž .Ž . 2satisfies the condition 7.1 a , and w is the identity. For each j, let x bej
the character of r and let x be the F-extension of x with respect to w.j j j
Now recall from Example 5.4 that, as far as the F-character table is
Ž . Ž .concerned, it is sufficient to compute x T , where w s sts ??? with l w˜j w
w xodd. Proceeding in a similar way as in 6, Sect. 67C , we consider the
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TABLE IV
2 2B id 1 121 G id 1 121 121212 2
1r2 3r2 1r2 3r2 5r2 5r2x 1 u u x u u u u˜ ˜Ž2, y. Ž1, 0.
x 1 y1 y1 x 1 y1 y1 y1˜ ˜Žy, 11. Ž1, 6.
1r2 3r2 1r2 5r2' ' ' 'x 0 2 u y 2 u x 0 3 u 0 y 3 u˜ ˜Ž1, 1. Ž2, 1.
1r2 3r2 5r2x 0 u y2u uŽ˜2, 2.
invertible matrix
1 1
P [ 1r2 j 1r2 yjj yu z yu z
X Ž . XŽ . y1 Ž .and define r : H “ M K by r T [ P r T P for w g W. LetK 2 w j j w j
X y1 XŽ .w [ P wP . The matrix P is chosen such that r T T is the diagonalj j j j s t
" 2 j XŽ . Xmatrix with diagonal entries uz . Moreover, we compute that r T wj s
is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries u1r2z " j. Since r and rX arej j
equivalent, we have
Ž Ž . .l w y1 r2X X X X Xx T s trace r T w s trace r T T r T wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ž . ž /j w j w j s t j s
s ulŽw .r2 z jlŽw . q zyj lŽw . if w s sts ??? with l w odd.Ž .Ž .
This provides explicit formulas for the F-character table of H . In particu-K
Ž 2 . Ž 2 .lar, this includes the cases where m s 4 type B and m s 6 type G ;2 2
TABLE V
2 2 3Ž . Ž . Ž .F-Character Tables of H A , H A , H D2 3 4
2 2A w id 2 A w 2 id 23 22 0 3 0
x y1 1 y1 x 1 y1 1 1 y1˜ ˜Ž111. Ž1111.
3r2 1r2 2x y2u 0 u x y3u u 1 0 y1˜ ˜Ž21. Ž2111.
3 3x u 1 u x 2u u y 1 2 yu u y 1˜ ˜Ž3. Ž22.
4x y3u y1 1 0 uŽ˜31.
6 2x u u 1 u uŽ˜4.
3D 1 id 123123 3 13 12312432 12324
2 2x y1 1 y2u q u u 0 y2u 2uŽ˜1, 111.
x y1 1 1 y1 1 1 1Ž˜y, 1111.
4 3 2 4 2x 0 0 u y 2u q u 0 yu 3u 3uŽ˜11, 2.
4 2 4 2x u y 1 2 yu y u u y 1 0 2u y2uŽ˜1, 21.
3 4 2x u y 1 2 2u u y 1 yu yu yuŽ˜y, 22.
5 4 6 3x u 1 u y 2u y1 0 y2u 2uŽ˜1, 3.
6 2 8 4x u 1 u u u u uŽ˜y, 4.
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Žthe corresponding F-character tables are given in Table IV. The charac-
2 wters in type B are labeled by pairs of partitions as explained in 4, Sect.2
x 2 w x .11.4 ; those of type G are labeled as in the table in 4, p. 412 .2
We close with some remarks on the computation of the F-character
tables for the remaining types. First, this problem can be reduced to the
Ž . Ž wcase where W, S is irreducible see the arguments in the proof of 15,
x.Prop. 3.2 .
Ž . Ž .Now let W, S be irreducible and assume also that F s is conjugate to
ws for any s g S. Then Digne and Michel have shown in 8, Theoreme´ `
x Ž . ŽII.3.3 how to reduce the computation of all the values x T for x g˜ w
Ž .F .Irr H and w g W to that of the ordinary character values for Iwa-K
hori]Hecke algebras without automorphism. Since the latter are all known
Ž .see the remarks in Section 1 , we have thus a method for computing the
Ž Ž ..matrix x T . For some examples, see Table V. In Table V, all parame-˜ w C
ters of H are equal and we write u s u for s g S. The characters areK s
w xlabeled by partitions or pairs of partitions as explained in 4, Sect. 11.4 .
2 ŽThe above methods do not cover the type F . The table in this case see4
.Table VI has been computed using explicit matrix representations and
Žthen proceeding as indicated in the remarks just before Example 7.6. The
matrix representations of the one-parameter generic Iwahori]Hecke alge-
bra of type F have been determined explicitly in terms of Kazhdan]Lusz-4
.tig W-graphs by H. Naruse, who kindly communicated them to us. All
w xthese computations were performed using MAPLE 5 .
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